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Abstract
With the increasing use of domestic and service robots along-
side humans, it is now becoming crucial to be able to verify
whether robot-software is safe, dependable, and correct. In-
deed, in the near future it may well be necessary for robot-
software developers to provide safety certifications guaran-
teeing, e.g. that a hospital nursebot will not move too fast
while a person is leaning on it, that the arm of a service
robot will not unexpectedly open its gripper while holding a
glass, or that there will never be a software deadlock while
a robot is navigating in an office. To this end, we have pro-
vided a framework and software engineering methodology
for developing safe and dependable real-world robotic archi-
tectures [4], with a focus on the functional level—the lowest
level of a typical layered robotic architecture—which has all
the basic action and perception capabilities such as image
processing, obstacle avoidance, and motion control. Unlike
past work we address the formal verification of the func-
tional level, which allows providing guarantees that it will
not do steps leading to undesirable/disastrous outcomes.

Our solution involves integrating two state-of-the-art tech-
nologies: Gen

oM, a tool in the LAAS architecture [1] for
designing and implementing the functional level of robots;
and BIP [2], a framework for formally modeling and exe-
cuting complex, real-time component-based systems, with
supporting toolsets for verifying such systems. Our com-
bined framework has allowed the synthesis of a correct-by-
construction model of a complete BIP functional level for
“Dala”—an iRobot ATRV rover. The model, equivalent to
the Gen

oM one, can be checked offline for properties such
as deadlock-freedom using associated verification tools, and
user-supplied “safety constraints” defining what behaviour
is unsafe, can be included in the BIP model and enforced
online by the resulting BIP controller. This “protects” the
functional level, e.g. from any bugs in plans executed by the
robot’s decisional level—the OpenPRS executive [1] in our
case—which may request the execution of unsafe steps. The
BIP model is created using our following methodology: (i)
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design and implement the functional level using the conven-
tional Gen

oM tool; (ii) automatically translate the functional
level into an equivalent BIP model; (iii) manually include
in it any necessary safety constraints; and (iv) verify the re-
sulting model with the D-Finder [3] tool in the BIP toolkit.

We demonstrate our framework using a scenario where
Dala works fully autonomously with humans to assist them
with construction site inspections. Dala’s main mission is to
explore a set of waypoints supplied by a human inspector,
by first navigating to each waypoint, taking pictures via two
high resolution cameras mounted on a pan-tilt unit at the
front, and then returning to the initial location. However,
while navigating, Dala uses a panoramic camera mounted on
its mast to monitor its surroundings for relevant objects such
as potentially hazardous piles of bricks, which are detected
by analysing images for a specific hue of red. On spotting a
relevant object, Dala stops moving, directs its pan-tilt unit
toward the object, and takes high resolution pictures of it.
All images and their coordinates are wirelessly sent to the
PDA of the human inspector.

We show how Dala stays clear of obstacles and humans,
and we inject faults into the BIP controller via OpenPRS to
show how the user’s safety constraints are enforced. Some
of these are: navigation should not take place unless the
“speed” attribute has been initialized; the pan-tilt unit (sup-
porting stereo cameras) should not move while navigating
via stereo vision; and during this navigation mode the laser
navigation mode should not be used, and vice versa. A con-
straint is enforced by either rejecting an OpenPRS request
to do an (unsafe) step, or aborting a step being executed.
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